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A renewed approach to 
international cultural 
cooperation in the digi-
tal era

The goal of the present brief is to propose a new 
approach for the European Union (EU) with res-
pect to culture and digital technologies and to de-
termine the key steps for stronger digital cultural 
cooperation in EU external relationships. The 
brief provides an overview of recent EU exter-
nal trade action regarding culture and digital 

technologies - notably since the last Protocol on 
Cultural Cooperation was negotiated by the Eu-
ropean Commission - and some innovative ini-
tiatives in order to put forward external policy 
tools for stronger digital cultural cooperation.

It aims to complement the current and funda-
mental EU initiatives to improve the rules gover-
ning digital services within the EU through the 
Digital Services Act (DSA) and the Digital Markets 
Act (DMA), by promoting a more inclusive and 
equitable global digital environment with res-
pect to digital cultural content. The brief assumes 
that, in order to effectively and comprehensively 
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• The EU’s external action should be seen as an opportunity for the EU to guide the digital 
environment and digital media towards legitimate public objectives such as cultural di-
versity.

• The EU’s experience with legal frameworks for cultural cooperation negotiated in parallel 
to international economic and trade agreements remains a landmark in the implementa-
tion of the 2005 UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of 
Cultural Expressions.

• Provisions on digital cooperation negotiated with trade partners of the EU should be com-
plemented with specific legal frameworks aiming to strengthen digital cultural coopera-
tion. Such frameworks could be integrated into a trade agreement or be proposed as a 
separate set of norms resulting from specialised negotiations by experts of the cultural 
sector. 

• Parties to digital cultural cooperation frameworks and trade agreements should ensure 
they maintain as much flexibility as possible to design specific cultural policies and mea-
sures through cultural exception clauses.

• Stronger digital cultural cooperation should be designed in a participatory manner, invol-
ving culture professionals and cultural industries from the EU and its partners and could 
be inspired by the latest initiatives and experiences regarding digital cultural cooperation.
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https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package
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address the changes brought about by digital 
technologies and online platforms to the cultu-
ral sector, the EU needs to guide future changes 
towards a digital environment in which funda-
mental rights (including cultural rights) are clear-
ly respected, and innovation, level-playing field 
and balanced international cultural exchanges 
are guaranteed. This also includes the need for 
the EU to constructively involve in its efforts 
large tech companies, and notably those acting 
in the cultural sector - be it through public-pri-
vate collaborative actions or via the prominence 
of European content and financial contributions 
(e.g., obligations enshrined in  the EU Audio-vi-
sual Media Services Directive or more general 
tax contributions, such as the global minimum 
corporate tax recently called for by the G7 and 
the ongoing multilateral discussions on a global 
tax regime within the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development).

The proposal contained in the present brief of-
fers a number of benefits for both the EU and its 
trading and cooperation partners: a flexible di-
gital cultural cooperation tailored to local reali-
ties and institutional environments, respectful of 
the specificities of each cultural sector, and fos-
tering a climate of mutual understanding. Such 
an approach proves crucial to the promotion of 
cultural diversity - recognised 
as the first guiding principle 
of the 2016 Joint Communica-
tion “Towards an EU strategy 
for international cultural rela-
tions” - in the digital environ-
ment. Now that Digital Europe, 
together with the Green Deal, 
constitute the two top priori-
ties of the EU, the time is ripe 
to adapt the implementation 
of the 2016 Strategy to the di-
gital revolution that it barely 
mentions. In the complex in-
ternational context shaped by 
unprecedented interconnectedness in the face 
of common challenges, the need for intercultural 
sensitivity and trust-building is at a peak and the 
EU has the potential to lead by example, reflec-
ting its unique values in the regulation of inter-
national trade (culture Solutions 2020b).

The brief starts with an outline of the trade and 

culture interface in the EU external relations 
until the negotiation by the EU of frameworks 
on cultural cooperation with some of its trade 
partners. It then emphasises the key processes 
taking place in cultural sectors as a result of digi-
tal transformation and briefly examines how the 
EU deals with culture and digital technologies in 
its recent trade agreements. It focuses on the EU 
agreements with Singapore, Vietnam, China, Ja-
pan and MERCOSUR, as well as the EU negotia-
ting mandates for future agreements with Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, and the plurilateral talks 
on electronic commerce held within the World 
Trade Organization (WTO). Finally, by highligh-
ting recent endeavours on digital cooperation 
and cultural diversity, it aims to provide prelimi-
nary guidance on how to strengthen internatio-
nal cultural cooperation in the digital field and 
on policy priorities that the EU could establish to 
remain a reference in this area. 

From cultural exception 
to frameworks on cultu-
ral cooperation

Since the 1980s, increasing financial globali-
sation, economic integration, as well as liberali-

sation of trade exchanges and 
investment have raised major 
concerns for several national 
governments and cultural or-
ganisations regarding the ef-
fects of such new context on 
cultural diversity. Given the 
two-fold (economic and cultu-
ral) nature of cultural goods 
and services, which encom-
pass both a symbolic and a 
material dimension, their legal 
treatment within international 
trade agreements became the 
subject of growing political in-

terest (Vlassis 2015). The need to establish speci-
fic international norms governing the exchanges 
of cultural goods and services clearly manifested 
in the 1990s, notably through “cultural excep-
tions” (exceptions culturelles) inserted in multila-
teral, regional and bilateral economic integration 
agreements. In parallel to such efforts, debates 
within the United Nations (UN) progressively 

Cultural goods and 
services have a two-
fold (economic and 

cultural) nature, and  
encompass both 
a symbolic and a 

material dimension.  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02010L0013-20181218
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02010L0013-20181218
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-57384352
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-25/european-governments-grow-more-optimistic-on-g-7-tax-accord
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=JOIN%3A2016%3A29%3AFIN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=JOIN%3A2016%3A29%3AFIN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=JOIN%3A2016%3A29%3AFIN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=JOIN%3A2016%3A29%3AFIN
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_6Uc9NxBTSDwdanC3deB4PNLXj4deR8Qps4tuDrsFuw/edit?ts=60af9c57
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consolidated an alternative conception of deve-
lopment, going beyond its economic aspects and 
having, among others, a cultural dimension. By 
the late 1990s, the term “cultu-
ral exception” was gradually re-
placed with the more inclusive 
term “cultural diversity”, and 
discussions led to the decision to 
pursue the negotiation of an in-
ternational legal instrument wit-
hin the UN specialised agency 
on culture, the UNESCO, which 
would address the specificity of 
cultural goods and services, and 
possibly provide for a counter-
balance to trade agreements (Ri-
chieri Hanania 2009: 83-250). 

Following intense negotiations, the Convention 
on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity 
of Cultural Expressions (CDCE) was adopted on 
October 20, 2005 and entered into force extraor-
dinarily fast, in March 2007. The CDCE has beco-
me the main multilateral law instrument addres-
sing global and multilevel cultural governance 
(Vlassis 2011). As of June 2021, the CDCE had 
received the support of 146 Parties, including 
the European Union (EU). The CDCE addresses 
two main facets of action in favour of diversified 
and more balanced exchanges of cultural goods 
and services. The first one is the recognition of 
the specificity of those goods and services and, 
consequently, of the legitimacy of cultural poli-
cies and the need for a specific legal treatment 
for such goods and services, 
including in international 
trade agreements. The second 
fundamental aspect addressed 
by the CDCE is cultural coope-
ration and, in particular, cultu-
ral cooperation in favour of 

The CDCE has 
become the 

main multilateral 
law instrument 

addressing 
global and 

multilevel cultural 
governance.

development. The CDCE deals 
directly with the link between 
culture and development and 
reiterates the role of culture in 
sustainable development (e.g., 
Articles 2.6 and 13 CDCE). In 
order to strengthen interna-
tional cultural cooperation, the 
CDCE proposes several tools, such as information 
exchange among the Parties (Articles 9 and 19 
CDCE), collaborative arrangements (Article 15 

CDCE), preferential treatment for developing 
countries (Article 16 CDCE), as well as an Inter-
national Fund for Cultural Diversity, a multi-do-

nor voluntary Fund established 
under its Article 18.

With respect to the EU, the en-
try into force of the CDCE gave 
a new impetus to its traditional 
position in international econo-
mic agreements consisting of 
excluding the sector of audio-vi-
sual services from the non-dis-
crimination rules of those agree-
ments. Following the entry into 
force of the CDCE, the European 
Commission attempted to over-
come this historical opposition 

between culture and trade by proposing to 
address cultural cooperation expressly based on 
the CDCE when negotiating trade agreements, 
under a “protocol” (attached to the trade agree-
ment) or an autonomous “agreement” on cultu-
ral cooperation (Richieri Hanania 2012: 440-448; 
Vlassis 2016). Such legal frameworks on cultural 
cooperation were a new policy tool elaborated 
by the Commission to promote the CDCE’s imple-
mentation in parallel to the negotiation of bila-
teral and regional trade agreements. Since 2008 
and to the present date, the Commission has ne-
gotiated in total three main protocols on cultu-
ral cooperation: a protocol with the CARIFORUM 
States, included in the Economic Partnership 
Agreement between the EU and the CARIFO-

RUM and signed in 2008; a 
protocol with South Korea in-
cluded in the EU–Korea FTA 
and concluded in 2009; and 
a protocol with the countries 
of Central America concluded 
in 2010 and attached to the 
Association Agreement with 
those countries signed in 2012 
(see Timeline of Trade Agree-
ments). While some of the 
provisions of these protocols 
addressed the use of technolo-
gies, access to the digital media 
market was not addressed as 

an autonomous issue (Richieri Hanania 2019: 
143).

The European 
Commission 
attempted to 
overcome the 

historical opposition 
between culture 

and trade through 
cultural cooperation.  

https://en.unesco.org/creativity/convention/texts
https://en.unesco.org/creativity/convention/texts
https://en.unesco.org/creativity/convention/texts
https://ec.europa.eu/assets/eac/culture/policy/international-cooperation/documents/cultural-cooperation-protocol_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/assets/eac/culture/policy/international-cooperation/documents/cultural-cooperation-protocol_en.pdf
https://www.cultureinexternalrelations.eu/cier-data/uploads/2016/11/EU-Korea-Protocol-Cultural-Cooperation-Text-EN.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2011/march/tradoc_147701.pdf
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Despite strong criticism regarding the way 
those protocols on cultural cooperation were ini-
tially negotiated, their top-down design process, 
and their capacity to satisfyingly implement the 
CDCE (Richieri Hanania 2012: 440-452; Vlassis 
2016; Garner 2017; Richieri Hanania 2019: 140-
142), the EU’s attempt offered an illustration of a 
relatively strong political influence of the CDCE 
and a new standpoint regarding the “trade and 
culture debate”. Based on this experience, coo-
peration provisions may be seen as allowing 

for culturally enriching and balanced cultural 
exchanges, without challenging the need for a 
specific legal treatment for cultural goods and 
services in trade agreements and without re-
quiring market access commitments. States may 
therefore promote exchanges, interculturality 
and cultural dialogue, which are essential com-
ponents of cultural diversity, while maintaining 
the largest policy space as possible for existing 
cultural policies and the adoption of new ones 
(Richieri Hanania 2012: 452). Such flexibility is 
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all the more necessary in view of the continuous 
changes brought about by new technologies.

Digital transformation
Digital technologies have increasingly trans-

formed the whole cultural value chain with 
unprecedented changes in creation, production, 

distribution, broadcasting and consumption of 
cultural goods and services, as well as the re-
muneration of creators. Such changes go beyond 
digitisation of content into the realm of cultural 
engagement and management (culture Solutions 
2020a), forcing cultural industries, such as film, 
music and book publishing, to reinvent them-
selves. This results in tremendous challenges for 
the raison d’être of cultural policies and for inter-
national cultural cooperation. As the 2018 United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) report on creative industries explicitly 
pointed out: “digital disruption is the key trend 
influencing the future of the creative economy, 
especially in developing economies.”

Digital technologies may have a positive and a 
negative impact on cultural sectors and they can 
thus be regarded as both an opportunity and a 
challenge for cultural industries, according to 
how they are applied in national and regional 
contexts. Digital technologies may contribute to 
a diverse and dynamic cultural economy or am-
plify the process of concentration in the distribu-
tion of cultural content, creating at the same time 

legal and economic uncertainties for creators. In 
other terms, the digital ecosystem does not auto-
matically generate benefits and opportunities for 
cultural industries and it does not spontaneously 
promote the diversity of cultural expressions 
(Albornoz et Leiva 2019). As stressed by Jeffrey 
Hart, “political institutions can influence the way 
in which digital technology is introduced and de-
ployed in a variety of ways” (Hart 2010: 56-62).

The design and implementation of governance 
arrangements addressing the changes brought 
about by digital technologies require policyma-
kers with the ability to move the debate forward, 
to identify and promote new issues, and to make 
decisions that guide the development of the In-

https://www.culturesolutions.eu/publications/digital-change-and-eu-international-cultural-relations/
https://www.culturesolutions.eu/publications/digital-change-and-eu-international-cultural-relations/
https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/ditcted2018d3_en.pdf
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ternet towards legitimate public objectives such 
as cultural diversity (Carpenter 2010: 204; Richie-
ri Hanania and Norodom 2016). The EU external 
action may be regarded as an opportunity for the 
EU to steer the evolution of digital technologies 
towards a more culturally diverse environment.         

Digital technologies, 
culture, and EU trade 
agreements

Given the crucial role of the EU in the imple-
mentation and promotion of the CDCE, the EU’s 
commitment towards the specificity of cultural 
goods and services in trade and economic agree-
ments should be accompanied by continuous 
efforts for increased international cultural coo-
peration (Vlassis 2020). This is particularly im-
portant today, with the outstanding impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on the cultural sector and 
the progressive role of digital cultural content 
for the viability and vitality of cultural expres-
sions. Greater international cooperation invol-
ving digital cultural content appears, therefore, 
as a fundamental issue to be addressed by the EU 
when strengthening cooperation with its trade 
partners in the digital environment. 

The following paragraphs provide an overview 
of each of the recent EU trade agreements selec-
ted in the present brief and how they reflect the 
EU commitment towards the safeguard of poli-
cy space for its Member States when it comes to 
certain cultural sectors (and particularly the au-
dio-visual services sector) and the promotion of 
cooperation with its trade partners in the digital 
field. 

The EU’s economic agreements present distinc-
tive general patterns: 

1. Among the general principles, cultural di-
versity is explicitly mentioned under the 
legitimate public policy objectives that may 
guide the parties’ right to regulate econo-
mic activity. Other objectives which may 
have a direct link with cultural diversity, 
notably in the digital era, are public morals, 
consumer protection, privacy, and data 
protection. 

2. The audio-visual sector is excluded from 

the provisions regarding investment libe-
ralisation, cross-border trade, and e-com-
merce. No other cultural sector, despite the 
specificity recognised by the CDCE to all 
cultural sectors, is subject to a generally ap-
plicable cultural exception in those agree-
ments. Nevertheless, in the schedule of 
commitments, the EU customarily reserves 
its right to adopt or maintain any measure 
regarding services other than audio-visual, 
namely: libraries, archives, museums and 
other cultural services; entertainment ser-
vices, theatre, live bands and circus ser-
vices; news and press agencies (see Table 
1 below).

3. Broadcasting services and cable distribu-
tion of radio and television services are ex-
cluded from the application of the subsec-
tion on telecommunications services.

4.  Subsidies for the audio-visual services sec-
tor should be accepted by the parties, even 
if they discriminatorily favour cultural 
goods and services of one of the parties. 

5. Extensive protection is ensured for intel-
lectual property, including with respect to 
phonogrammes and cooperation on collec-
tive management of rights. 

EU-Singapore. In addition to the general fea-
tures highlighted above, in its Chapter 8 on “Ser-
vices, Establishment and Electronic Commerce”, 
the Free Trade Agreement with Singapore envi-
sions the adoption of measures “necessary for 
the protection of national treasures of artistic, 
historic or archaeological value” (Article 8.62). 
In its Schedule of Specific Commitments, the EU 
ascertains its right, to a varying geographical 
extent, to maintain or adopt new measures re-
lating to recreational, cultural and sporting ser-
vices (see Table 2 below). This is reciprocated 
by Singapore’s reservations, which in substance 
only limit market access and national treatment 
in cross-border supply of sports and recreational 
services. Chapter 10 on “Intellectual Property” 
provides for capacity-building and technologi-
cal cooperation in various fields, among which 
public-private partnerships to support culture 
and innovation (Article 10.52). Throughout the 
text there is no reference to the CDCE, which is 
to be expected since Singapore is not a party to 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22019A1114(01)&from=EN#page=28
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=961
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22019A1114(01)&from=EN#page=256
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22019A1114(01)&from=EN#page=74
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this UNESCO convention, and it only recently ac-
ceded to the 1972 Convention on World Heritage 
and the 2003 Convention on Intangible Heritage.

EU-Japan. Besides the “cultural exception” 
contained in Chapter 8 on “Trade in services, 
liberalisation of investment and electronic com-
merce”, Chapter 18 on “Good regulatory prac-
tices and regulatory protection” of this Economic 
Partnership Agreement (EPA) mentions that “no-
thing in this section shall affect the right of a Par-
ty to define or regulate its own levels of protec-
tion in pursuit or furtherance of its public policy 
objectives in areas such as (…) cultural diversity”. 
In addition, Article 2.10 of Chapter 2 on “Trade 
in Goods” states that each Party “shall grant 
duty-free temporary admission into its customs 
territory” for the following goods: “professional 
equipment, including equipment for the press or 
for sound or television broadcasting, cinemato-
graphic equipment (…)”, as well as advertising 
films and recordings. On its side, “Japan reserves 
the right to adopt or maintain any measure re-
lating to investments or the supply of services 
in [the] broadcasting industry”. Despite the afo-
rementioned “cultural exception” and reserva-
tions, no clear reference to the CDCE appears in 
this agreement (Japan is also not a party to the 
CDCE) and there is no provision on the promo-
tion of cultural cooperation. Japan’s alignment 
with the USA not only regarding trade liberali-
sation in the audio-visual sector but most impor-
tantly in digital issues is apparent in their Digital 
Trade Agreement, signed just a few months after 
the entry into force of the EPA with the EU and 
allowing for the free flow of data not envisioned 
in the e-commerce provisions of the EPA.

EU-Vietnam. Recognising Vietnam’s develop-
ment needs, the Free Trade and Investment Pro-
tection agreements signed in 2019 grant Vietnam 
an asymmetric treatment – a longer period for 
eliminating duties and a wide list of exemptions 
from national treatment. The first three sectors 
listed in Vietnam’s exemptions (Annex 8-C) are 
dedicated to media and cultural products, inclu-
ding the audio-visual sector. Vietnam reserves its 
right to adopt measures in the sub-sectors of en-
tertainment and games services, while the EU’s 
reservations also cover news and press, libraries 
and museums, as well as sports. Vietnam also ne-
gotiated reservations in the sector of telecommu-

nication services, while the EU limited itself to 
stating that these do not include the provision of 
content. Digital cultural content is conspicuous 
by its absence. However, it is worth noting that 
the trade agreement includes an institutional 
and legal link to the Partnership and Cooperation 
Agreement (PCA) signed in 2012 between the 
parties, which explicitly mentions the CDCE in its 
Article 38. Nevertheless, its vague wording and 
briefness (e.g., “endeavour to take appropriate 
measures to promote cultural exchanges”) make 
it a far cry from the protocols on cultural coope-
ration concluded around the same period, while 
support for Vietnam’s developing cultural sector 
could have been strengthened based on Article 
16 of the CDCE. Moreover, it would have been 
interesting to establish a connection between Ar-
ticle 38 on Culture and the ensuing articles on 
Scientific and Technological Cooperation (Article 
39) and Cooperation on ICT (Article 40) in order 
to more directly link culture to digital issues.

EU-China. The Comprehensive Agreement 
on Investment (CAI) drew criticism for being 
suddenly concluded only twenty days before 
the inauguration of President Biden and thus 
potentially endangering Trans-Atlantic ties, and 
it is currently put on hold by the European Par-
liament. What is interesting about the CAI is not 
the exclusion of the audio-visual sector, nor the 
reservations of the EU, but those of China. The 
entry on “Press” explicitly prohibits investment 
in internet information services and limits in-
vestment in internet information searching 
services to 50%. Similarly, the reservation on 
“Publication” prohibits not only investment in 
electronic and network publication services but 
also establishment of representative offices wi-
thout government approval. Moreover, there is 
a specific entry entitled “Network Audio-Visual 
Service, Internet Culture Operation” which ex-
cludes investment and sets a maximum volume 
of imported films and television series used for 
information networks at 30% of the domestic 
production. There seems to be, therefore, a clear 
imbalance created by the EU’s commitment to 
technology neutrality and China’s awareness of 
the importance of digital culture. The latter can 
be attributed inter alia to the high level of digita-
lisation of China, considering that China counts 
with almost a billion internet users. All in all, 

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/august/tradoc_157228.pdf#page=185
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/august/tradoc_157228.pdf#page=475
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/august/tradoc_157228.pdf#page=13
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/august/tradoc_157228.pdf#page=13
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/august/tradoc_157228.pdf#page=30
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=1437
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:2020:186:FULL&from=EN#page=1164
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/default/files/pca.pdf
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/default/files/pca.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=2237
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=2237
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2021/march/tradoc_159483.pdf
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despite both parties being Parties to the CDCE, 
the Convention is not explicitly mentioned and 
access to the Chinese market remains highly 
restricted, even more so in the audio-visual sec-
tor and the digital environment (e.g., European 
Commission 2013).

EU-MERCOSUR. Unfinished texts (still under 
negotiation) of the Trade Part of the agreement 
between the EU and MERCOSUR were published 
following the agreement in principle announced 
on 28 June 2019. With respect to cultural sectors, 
the exceptions incorporated in the agreement 
between the EU and MERCOSUR have strong 
similarities to those contained in previous EU 
agreements. In the chapter on “Trade in Services 
and Establishment”, subsection 6 on e-commerce 
states that it shall “apply to measures that affect 
trade by electronic means”, but not to “broadcas-
ting services and audio-visual services” (Article 
42). In addition, they recognise the principle of 
technological neutrality in electronic commerce. 
In the chapter on “Intellectual Property”, Article 
X.14 states that “each Party shall provide a right 
in order to ensure that a remuneration is paid 
by the user to the performers and producers 
of phonograms, if a phonogram published for 
commercial purposes, or a reproduction of such 
phonogram, is used for broadcasting by wireless 
means or for any communication to the public”. 
Moreover, Article X.17 on “Cooperation on collec-
tive management of rights” explicitly mentions 
the digital environment when dealing with the 
promotion of cooperation, transparency and 
non-discrimination of collective management 
organisations.

EU-New Zealand and EU-Australia. Negotia-
ting directives for trade agreements with both 
New Zealand and Australia were established in 
May 2018. Together with the EU proposed texts 
(still under discussion between the parties), these 
directives may provide some understanding on 
how these negotiations may evolve with respect 
to the trade and culture debate and notably re-
garding digital cultural content. Remarkably si-
milar, they address cultural concerns in different 
sections. First, when they deal with sustainable 
development as an “overarching objective” of 

the future agreements (for instance, pages 3 and 
6 of the mandate regarding the New Zealand 
FTA). Unfortunately, the directives only mention 
social and environmental issues when explica-
ting such objective, despite the increasing reco-
gnition of the cultural dimension of sustainable 
development in international legal instruments 
(for instance, the 2001 Universal Declaration on 
Cultural Diversity, the CDCE, the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development, and the UN General 
Assembly Resolution on Culture and Sustainable 
Development of December 2019). The parties’ 
intervention in favour of cultural diversity is ne-
vertheless evoked in connection with sustainable 
development when it is stated that the future 
agreement should prohibit the parties to “encou-
rage trade or foreign direct investment (…) by 
relaxing core labour standards or laws aimed at 
protecting and promoting cultural diversity”. In 
the “Trade in Services, Foreign Direct Investment 
and Digital Trade” section of the negotiating di-
rectives, the traditional EU “cultural exception” 
for audio-visual services is put forward with 
the statement that “[each] Agreement should 
have no a priori exclusion from its scope other 
than the exclusion of audio-visual services” (e.g., 
page 12 of the mandate for the New Zealand 
FTA). Audio-visual services are indeed excluded 
from the scope of the proposed EU text on Digi-
tal Trade, which recalls in its Article 2 the right 
to regulate in favour of legitimate public policy 
objectives, including the promotion and protec-
tion of cultural diversity. In addition, considered 
obligations aim, among others, to ensure data 
flows to facilitate trade in the digital economy, 
protect personal data and privacy, ensure the 
validity of contracts concluded by electronic 
means, electronic signature, and other electronic 
authentication services, as well as, more gene-
rally, strengthen cooperation among the parties 
on regulatory issues relating to digital trade. The 
digital environment should also be the object of 
attention in the intellectual property rights sec-
tion of the future agreement, and the latter sec-
tion should also address, in the negotiations with 
New Zealand, the issues of traditional knowledge 
and folklore (pages 14-15 of the mandate for the 
New Zealand FTA).

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=2048
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2019/june/tradoc_157964.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2019/july/tradoc_158159.%20Services%20and%20Establishment.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2019/july/tradoc_158159.%20Services%20and%20Establishment.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2019/september/tradoc_158329.pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7661-2018-ADD-1-DCL-1/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7663-2018-ADD-1-DCL-1/en/pdf
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000127160
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000127160
https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/74/230
https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/74/230
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/december/tradoc_157581.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/december/tradoc_157581.pdf
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Digital cultural 
cooperation could 
be more strongly 
integrated into 

discussions with 
EU trade partners, 
especially if such 
partners are also 

parties to the CDCE.

WTO plurilateral negotiations on e-commerce 
WTO plurilateral negotiations on e-commerce. In January 
2019, at the World Economic Forum in Davos, 76 members 
of the WTO, including the EU, the United States (US), China, 
Japan and Canada, decided to start plurilateral negotiations 
to establish new international common rules on trade-re-
lated aspects of electronic commerce. Today with 86 par-
ticipating members, the talks cover all e-commerce-re-
lated issues, for both goods and services. The objective 
is to improve consumer trust in the digital environment 
and to tackle issues such as data flows, customs duties on 
electronic transmissions, market access in computer and 
telecommunication services, privacy and data localisation, 
and software source code. On 20 May 2019, the European 
Council adopted a negotiating mandate which explicitly 
stressed that “the European Union and its Member States 

FOCUS 1

shall maintain the possibility to preserve and develop their 
capacity to define and implement cultural and audio-visual 
policies for the purposes of preserving their cultural diver-
sity. The European Union shall not agree to rules or com-
mitments for audio-visual services.” Considering the large 
number of bilateral and regional FTAs already containing 
specific chapters devoted to electronic commerce, the way 
in which WTO Members participating in this negotiation 
will address trade in cultural goods and services in the 
final plurilateral agreement on e-commerce may have si-
gnificant repercussions on the ability of governments and 
regional entities to develop and implement policies to pro-
tect and promote the diversity of cultural expressions in the 
digital environment.

Potential for deeper digital and culture-re-
lated provisions in EU trade agreements. As 
the above overview of recent 
EU trade agreements demons-
trates (see also Table 2), digi-
tal cultural cooperation could 
be more strongly integrated 
into discussions with EU trade 
partners, especially if such 
partners are also parties to the 
CDCE, as is the case of Vietnam, 
Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Pa-
raguay, China, Australia and 
New Zealand. Formalisation 
of such cooperation could be 
enshrined in provisions inte-
grated into the trade agree-
ment (for instance, under complementary provi-
sions in specific chapters on digital cooperation, 
or as a protocol attached to the agreement) or 
materialised in a separate agreement concluded 
by the same parties, following specialised nego-
tiations by experts of the cultural sector and wi-

thout neglecting the need to continue to ensure, 
in economic and trade agreements, the greatest 

possible flexibility for States 
to intervene in their cultural 
sectors through cultural po-
licies and measures. These 
provisions could be designed 
in a participatory manner for 
meeting the challenges of the 
digital environment and sup-
porting culture professionals, 
cultural industries and en-
terprises from the EU and its 
partners to ensure a cultural-
ly-diverse digital ecosystem. In 
terms of content of the future 
provisions, digital cultural coo-

peration promoted by the EU could be inspired 
by the latest initiatives and experiences regar-
ding digital cultural cooperation examined in the 
following section, to be adapted to the specifici-
ties and priorities of the EU external action. 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/39505/st08993-ad01-en19.pdf
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Key initiatives for stron-
ger digital cultural coo-
peration

Some recent endeavours may provide guidance 
on how to strengthen international cultural coo-
peration in the digital field. Despite the particu-
larities of a future EU approach on this subject, 
the following may provide some direction for the 
identification of cooperation paths and priorities.

Operational Guidelines for the Implemen-
tation of the CDCE in the Digital Environ-
ment. In June 2017, the Parties to the CDCE ap-
proved Operational guidelines to promote and 
direct the implementation of the CDCE in the 
digital environment in order to take into account 
the new economic and industrial environment 
created by digital technologies and reaffirm the 
main principles of the CDCE in the digital context 
(Vlassis 2017: 47-54). These guidelines provide 
a strategic framework for understanding, inter-
preting, and implementing the CDCE, including 
its pillar on international cultural cooperation, in 
a context in which cultural goods and services 
are created, produced, distributed, disseminated, 
consumed and/or stored electronically. In De-
cember 2018, UNESCO published an open road 
map for the implementation of such guidelines, 
allowing for a more practical implementation 
and monitoring among the Parties to the CDCE. 
Both the Operational guidelines and the road-
maps, in particular those presented by EU nego-
tiating partners, could enrich the EU strategy and 
allow for an optimum consideration of each of 
the EU Member States’ and EU partners’ interests 
and priorities. Seeking to develop a more focused 
socialisation of the guidelines with relevant poli-
cy-makers, a new EU digital cultural cooperation 
strategy should have such interests and priori-
ties as their main goals. 

Digital Economy Partnership Agreements. 
In mid-June, ministers from New Zealand, Chile 

and Singapore signed the Digital Economy 
Partnership Agreement (DEPA), focused solely 
on the digital economy. Negotiations for the 
agreement began in May 2019. According to 
negotiators, this agreement intended to comple-
ment the WTO negotiations on e-commerce. In 
this 63-page DEPA, the signatories stressed that 
“nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to 
prevent the adoption or enforcement by a Par-
ty of measures necessary […] to support creative 
arts of national value” (module 15). Also, early 
August 2020, Singapore and Australia digitally 
signed the Australia-Singapore Digital Economy 
Agreement (DEA), following the official conclu-
sion of negotiations at the end of March 2020. 
The new agreement seeks to upgrade the digital 
trade arrangements between Australia and Sin-
gapore under the Comprehensive and Progres-
sive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 
and the Singapore-Australia Free Trade Agree-
ment. The 39-page DEA covers a broad range 
of issues, such as e-commerce, telecommunica-
tions, cross-border transfer of information, data 
innovation, etc. Article 6, focusing on “Non-Dis-
criminatory Treatment of Digital Products” ex-
plicitly stresses that it “shall not apply to broad-
casting”. Based on the leadership and political 
willingness of its parties, the DEPA and the DEA 
could generate new standards for regulating di-
gital technology and become normative models 
for bilateral and multilateral trade negotiations, 
including those conducted by the EU. In fact, the 
experience with the implementation of the DEPA 
and the DEA by New Zealand and Australia could 
provide useful input for the elaboration of provi-
sions on digital cooperation under the free trade 
agreements currently negotiated by the EU with 
those two countries, and eventually lead to the 
development of renewed EU templates for future 
negotiations. Such provisions could be enriched 
with specific clauses on digital cultural coopera-
tion, while ensuring the largest policy space as 
possible in terms of cultural policy for each of the 
parties.

https://en.unesco.org/creativity/sites/creativity/files/sessions/digital_operational_guidelines_en.pdf
https://en.unesco.org/creativity/sites/creativity/files/12igc_9_roadmap_og_digital_en.pdf
https://en.unesco.org/creativity/sites/creativity/files/12igc_9_roadmap_og_digital_en.pdf
https://www.mti.gov.sg/Improving-Trade/Digital-Economy-Agreements/The-Digital-Economy-Partnership-Agreement
https://www.mti.gov.sg/Improving-Trade/Digital-Economy-Agreements/The-Digital-Economy-Partnership-Agreement
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major issue for cultural diversity in a context 
of concentration of digital platforms, the imple-
mentation of new regulations, such as the Euro-
pean Audiovisual Media Services Directive and 
the Directive on copyright in the Digital Single 
Market, as well as the extremely important role 
of digital consumption in the COVID-19 crisis. 
The challenge of discoverability is multidimen-

sional, involving a number of 
strands, such as training the 
cultural sector, promoting 
local, national or regional 
content online and conti-
nuously assessing the condi-
tions for discoverability, as 
well as adapting policies and 
regulatory frameworks to 
this new environment. While 
these aspects are common 
to all cultural sectors, the 
challenges of discoverability 
should be considered in a 
differentiated way when it 
comes to audio-visual, music, 

book sector, performing arts, visual arts, museo-
logy, and heritage. Among interesting initiatives, 
in 2019 Canada launched a strategy for interna-
tional mobilisation for the diversity of content in 

The notion of 
discoverability refers to 
the online availability of 
a cultural content and 

its capacity to be found 
among a large set of 
other contents, while 
it was not specifically 

searched.

Studies on the discoverability of cultural 
content. Since 2013 several studies and re-
ports (Guèvremont 2013; RIJDEC 2013; Rioux et 
al. 2015; Richieri Hanania and Norodom 2016) 
have addressed the promotion of cultural diver-
sity and the implementation of the CDCE online, 
including with respect to the “discoverability” 
of cultural content in a digital context. The no-
tion of discoverability refers 
to the online availability of 
a cultural content and its ca-
pacity to be found among a 
large set of other contents, 
while it was not specifically 
searched (Rioux et al. 2021). 
The notion encompasses the 
set of strategies and practices 
on the Internet allowing the 
discovery of content on digi-
tal platforms, relying among 
others on tools and tech-
niques of indexing, referen-
cing or advanced use of me-
tadata, but also on processes 
of prescription or algorithmic recommendation. 
The place that local and national cultural content 
occupies in the digital environment, also from 
a linguistic diversity standpoint, has become a 

The emergence of new concepts to address the digital 
environment, such as «creative arts»
According to the DEPA and similarly to previous agreements negotiated by New Zealand, such as the Association of Sou-
theast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade Area, the notion of “creative arts” covers:

• performing arts (e.g., theatre, dance, and music),

• visual arts and craft,

• literature,

• film and video,

• language arts,

• creative online content,

• indigenous traditional practice and contemporary cultural expression, and 

• digital interactive media and hybrid artwork, including those that use new technologies to transcend discrete art form 
divisions.

FOCUS 2

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02010L0013-20181218
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02010L0013-20181218
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/790/oj
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/790/oj
https://www.canada.ca/fr/patrimoine-canadien/services/diversite-contenus-ere-numerique/strategie-mobilisation-internationale.html
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the digital age. Also, in June 2020 the OIF publi-
shed an inventory of discoverability and access 
to francophone cultural content on the Internet 
and, at the end of November 2020, France and 
Quebec unveiled a joint strategy to improve the 
online discoverability of francophone cultural 
content. All these initiatives should guide the EU 
in the definition of clear and measurable objec-
tives to be pursued in its international cultural 
cooperation and cultural relations for them to be 
conducive to greater cultural diversity online. 

UNESCO Recommendation on Artificial 
Intelligence. From 2019 to 2021, UNESCO is 
carrying out a two-year process to develop the 
first global standard-setting instrument on ethics 
of Artificial Intelligence in order to protect and 
promote human rights. The first version of the 
Recommendation was developed by 24 experts. 
During July and August 2020, UNESCO conve-
ned a global public online consultation, along 
with eleven regional and sub-regional virtual 
consultations, to discuss this first version. Taking 
into account the feedback received during the 
consultation process, the ad-hoc expert group 
revised the first version and produced the first 
draft of the Recommendation, which was trans-
mitted to Member States for written comments 
from September to 31 December 2020. The fact 
that the EU’s Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy 
AI and White Paper on AI precede UNESCO’s Re-
commendation demonstrates the high level of 
awareness and proactivity of the EU. However, 
the only references to culture in these two do-
cuments are limited to the advice for diverse de-
sign teams and the avoidance of cultural harm. 
Moreover, in the newly unveiled legislative pro-
posal, the EU has adopted a risk-based approach 
(focusing on sectors such as security, healthcare, 
transport and energy), while the UNESCO Re-
commendation emphasises “the profound and 
dynamic impact of AI on (...) education, human, 
social and natural sciences, culture, and commu-
nication and information”. A promising develop-
ment in this regard is the European Parliament 
resolution of 19 May 2021 on Artificial Intelli-
gence in education, culture and the audio-visual 
sector which recognises the “issues around data 
protection, discrimination and cultural and lin-
guistic diversity”. culture Solutions is already 
looking into the unexplored external cultural ac-

tion dimension of Artificial Intelligence. 

A new EU strategy on strengthened digital 
cultural cooperation, complementing and re-
newing the already outdated 2016 Joint Com-
munication in international cultural relations, 
should integrate the knowledge developed by 
the above-mentioned experiences and research. 
It should incorporate their recommendations 
and guidance regarding the implementation of 
the CDCE in the digital field, comprehensive di-
gital cooperation, the pursuit of discoverability 
of diverse cultural content online, and principles 
for Artificial Intelligence that may contribute to 
the objective of cultural diversity online. Interna-
tional digital cultural cooperation should be pro-
moted on the “belie[f] that culture can benefit 
from rapid technological change as dynamics of 
digital transition and culture are interconnected” 
(More Europe, 2021). Also, initiatives such as the 
New European Bauhaus (culture Solutions, 2021) 
should help define an innovative and EU-specific 
strategy on digital cultural cooperation that pro-
motes the connection among cultural, economic, 
social and environmental imperatives of the EU 
and its trade partners.

Towards stronger provi-
sions on digital cultural 
cooperation

Since the adoption of the CDCE, the EU has 
sought to include the principles and objectives 
of this convention among its priorities, including 
when negotiating international trade and econo-
mic agreements. However, in recent agreements 
with various partners, the EU strategy based on 
its traditional “cultural exception” does not seem 
to grant the necessary attention to the challenges 
and opportunities of the digital environment. The 
latter could likely be better dealt with through a 
cooperative and participatory approach invol-
ving digital and cultural professionals, as well as 
partnership arrangements to support the cultu-
ral and creative sectors in a culturally-diverse di-
gital ecosystem. By taking into account the recent 
international developments related to the global 
governance of digital technologies and culture, 
the EU could promote new policy tools on digital 
cultural cooperation in order to further develop 

https://www.decouvrabilite-francophonie.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Etat-des-lieux.pdf
https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Presse/Communiques-de-presse/La-France-et-le-Quebec-devoilent-une-strategie-commune-pour-ameliorer-la-decouvrabilite-des-contenus-culturels-francophones-en-ligne
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000374266
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000373434
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000373434
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020DC0065
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1623335154975&uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0206
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1623335154975&uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0206
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0238_EN.html
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=JOIN%3A2016%3A29%3AFIN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=JOIN%3A2016%3A29%3AFIN
http://moreeurope.org/policy-paper-on-digital-cultural-relations/
https://www.culturesolutions.eu/articles/new-european-bauhaus-1-interculturally-global/
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the cultural dimension of the EU external action, 
strengthen the EU’s leading position in interna-
tional cultural relations and support cultural and 
creative sectors of both the EU and its partners, 
strongly impacted by the lockdown measures 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In this respect, if the EU wishes to reinforce its 
role as a reference in norms-setting in the digi-
tal field, as well as in the implementation of the 
CDCE, addressing inter-
national cultural coope-
ration in the digital field 
should be at the heart of 
its external cultural action. 
A specific policy agenda 
could be elaborated for di-
gital cultural cooperation 
in the EU external action 
as part of systematic EU 
cultural strategies already 
called for by EU Council 
conclusions, in which a 
framework for concrete 
and meaningful action 
would be defined. When 
planning to negotiate or 
when negotiating coope-
ration provisions with EU partners - integrated 
into an economic agreement or as a separate set 
of norms -, attention should be drawn, among 
others, to the following five main questions:

1. What could be the criteria justifying re-
course to a protocol or provision included 
in a trade agreement or the negotiation 
of a separate agreement on digital cultu-
ral cooperation? For each specific partner, 
what would be the most appropriate legal 
framework to contain such new provi-
sions? While previous experiences with 
the EU frameworks on cultural coopera-
tion would be taken into account, the new 
provisions on digital cultural cooperation 
should allow the EU and its partners to 
overcome obstacles that hindered the effec-
tiveness of those frameworks. The criteria 
to be defined should also reflect the priori-
ties identified in the “common local cultu-
ral strategies and projects in third coun-
tries” as recommended by the 2019 Council 
conclusions on an EU strategic approach 

If the EU wishes to 
reinforce its role as a 

reference in norms-setting 
in the digital field, as well 
as in the implementation 
of the CDCE, addressing 

international cultural 
cooperation in the digital 

field should be at the heart 
of its external cultural 

action. 

to international cultural relations and a 
framework for action.

2. How could the EU build upon the CDCE de-
finitions of cultural industries and cultural 
policies, as well as other concepts specifi-
cally used in relation to digital technolo-
gies, to both promote the political strength 
of this convention and effectively contri-
bute to greater balance in the exchange 

of cultural goods and ser-
vices in the digital envi-
ronment? For instance, the 
Operational guidelines for 
the implementation of the 
CDCE in the digital envi-
ronment use the concept 
of “networked artistic 
works” (§24.2). Concepts 
used by New Zealand and 
Australia as “creative arts” 
or “hybrid artwork” could 
also be a source of inspira-
tion.

3. What would be the 
added value of increased 
digital cultural coopera-

tion with each specific EU partner com-
pared to cultural cooperation in existing 
EU development programs? New provi-
sions on digital cultural cooperation could 
take into account policy experiences and 
results from previous and ongoing culture 
development programs of the EU, such as 
MEDIA Mundus, EU-MERCOSUR Audio-vi-
sual Cooperation, ACP-EU Culture, and Eu-
ropean Spaces of Culture. They could build 
complementarities with the priorities of 
these programmes and be designed in an 
informed manner in order to ensure opti-
mum coordination.

4. How could those new provisions effec-
tively address the discoverability of diverse 
cultural content online and what could be 
the mechanisms to increase their impact? 
Practical measures for cultural coopera-
tion in the digital field could be varied and 
variable according to each partner, going, 
for instance, from technical and financial 
assistance, to capacity-building projects in-

https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7749-2019-INIT/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7749-2019-INIT/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7749-2019-INIT/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7749-2019-INIT/en/pdf
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volving access and use of digital technolo-
gies, online festivals aiming at developing 
audience for the partners’ cultural produc-
tions, creation of common platforms for the 
distribution of content resulting from col-
laborative projects, partnership with pri-
vate online platforms (including the “net 
giants”), collaboration in the preparation 
of partners’ digital strategies, online plat-
forms to promote exchange of knowledge, 
experiences and best practices, as well as 
digital collaborative work (Richieri Hana-
nia 2019: 144-145).

5. How could the EU effectively involve re-
levant stakeholders from the cultural and 
digital sector? Determining the specific 
tools and mechanisms of cooperation to 
be sought with each EU partner requires 
conducting interviews and surveys with 
cultural and digital professionals and ex-
perts in the EU and in partner countries. 

The purpose of this wide consultation is to 
identify priorities and design a customised 
approach according to the needs and inte-
rests in different cultural industries. The 
new policy tools towards stronger digital 
cultural cooperation could be designed in 
a participatory manner in order to adequa-
tely support cultural and creative sectors of 
the EU and its partners in the digital envi-
ronment. In this regard, independent and 
neutral organisations such as culture Solu-
tions could have significant added-value in 
a brokering role.

Our culture Solutions research team has been 
extensively devoted to the above issues and is 
enthusiastic about developing future research 
that will significantly contribute to the definition 
of a new EU policy agenda on digital cultural 
cooperation, notably in relation with internatio-
nal economic agreements.
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